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distributed applications [1]. Fog computing facilitates
processing and storage on the fog nodes in the vicinity of IoT
devices. Any networking components like router, switch or
gateway can act as a fog node. They can be placed anywhere
between cloud to things. Figure 1 shows fog computing
paradigm. Other similar computing paradigms such as
mobile edge computing, mist computing, and cloudlets are
also emerging alongside. In this paper, the fog computing is
compared with these paradigms and perceive that fog suits
best for IoT applications due to its close proximity.



ABSTRACT
Internet of Things (IoT) evolved as a core technology in
building smart, healthcare and industry automation
applications.
The massive data produced by these
applications has to be processed. Present Cloud-IoT models
offer cost effectiveness, scalability and reliability.
Nevertheless, the large quantity of data and rate at which it is
generated by IoT devices challenge the bottleneck between
cloud and IoT devices. Therefore, processing the tasks always
on cloud may not be an effective solution for latency sensitive
IoT applications. Fog computing is a distributed paradigm
that brings cloud resources closer to the devices
(sensors/smart) that generate data there by addressing the
above challenges. Resource management is a significant issue
for enhanced utilization of fog resources and to provide best
possible service to IoT applications. This survey paper
emphasizes on state-of-the-art in resource management and
simulation tools in line with comparison of various edge
computing paradigms. The study concludes specifying the
future challenges that needs to be addressed in the upcoming
research.
Key words: edge computing, fog computing, fog simulation
tools, resource management

Figure 1: Fog Computing paradigm

1. INTRODUCTION

Organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 deals with
fog computing and its contemporary technologies.
State-of-the-art works are summarized in section 3.Review of
simulation tools is presented in section 4. Section 5 deals with
the fog computing challenges and in the last section the
conclusion is presented.

The Internet of Things paradigm interconnects various
devices through the Internet, collect and share data from
physical environments. The advancements in computing and
networking technologies made IoT applications expand in
many domains like industry automation, healthcare and
gaming. The current cloud based IoT applications may send
the data to distant cloud for storage, analysis or processing.
As the data becomes voluminous, offloading the data to the
cloud is not effective because of the bandwidth limitation.
Also, the low latency demands of IoT applications cannot be
handled by remote cloud.

2. Fog computing and related computing paradigms – An
analogy
In this section, fog paradigm is compared with the cloud
computing and its contemporary technologies. It also presents
an insight into the role of these technologies with relevance to
connected devices.

CISCO has introduced fog computing to handle the issues of
latency sensitive, high-bandwidth and geographically
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traffic and permits 3 or more tier architecture, as a result
close proximity of fog nodes can be achieved.

2.1 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing enhances the facilities of storage,
processing power and network infrastructure facilities to its
users. A cloud data center provides on demand access to the
resources and can be reconfigured based on the user
requirement. Cloud providers offer different services[2].The
cloud users will make use of these resources and pay based on
the utilization. The cloud users are able to perform ubiquitous
computing by accessing the necessary resources from the
cloud. But, accessing the resources may involve some delay.
This delay is not tolerable for the mission critical and latency
sensitive applications belong to smart grid, medical, and
industrial fields. Also, the connected devices are producing
voluminous data, necessitates cloud resources must be closer
to devices that are generating the data. Therefore, the
requirements of smart applications can be met. CISCO has
come up with fog computing paradigm to deal with the above
issues

2.4 Mobile Edge Computing(MEC)
MEC provides facilities of cloud computing and information
technology services at the edge. Operators locate their MEC
servers at Radio Access Network (RAN). Hence, services are
also offered within the coverage region of RAN [9]. The
closeness of RAN can aid the mobile subscribers with low
latency and high bandwidth there by achieving Quality of
Service (QoS). MEC supports two (device and edge location)
or three (device, edge and cloud) tire hierarchical framework
for application deployment [4]. MEC is better suited for
content delivery and mobile big data analytics and mobile
video processing applications. In MEC topology of the servers
is restricted due to the coverage region of RAN where as in
fog computing the topology is more flexible.
2.5 Mist Computing

2.2 Fog Computing
Mist Computing capture a more extreme edge of connected
devices [10]. Mist computing takes place in sensors and
actuators only. This is proposed with keeping more
advanced future systems like autonomic and self-aware
systems in mind [11]. Micro controllers and microcomputers
will be used as first level infrastructure in the IoT-fog-cloud
path. The data can be forwarded to the nearby fog nodes and
finally to a cloud. In mist computing, computations can be
done on the sensor itself. But, there is a great limitation in
their processing ability. Mist computing fits well in the
situation where extended battery life is necessary.

Fog Computing uses a distributed paradigm in which fog
nodes offer cloud like services within the vicinity of devices
that generate the data. The close proximity of fog nodes
results in faster computation, storage and data management.
Fog nodes can be situated anywhere in the IoT-to-Cloud
path. Accordingly multitier (three or more) application
deployment is possible [4]. As the latency aware
computation is mandatory for IoT applications, physical
proximity also comes into play [5]. Because of this close
proximity fog computing better caters the needs of IoT
applications in comparison to other similar models.
Manufacturing, transportation, health care, smart cities are
popular use cases of fog paradigm [6].

From the previous discussion, it can be concluded that each
paradigm has its own benefits and limitations resulting in
their suitability to different use cases. Flexibility of fog
computing allows it to suitable for a wide range of latency
sensitive and data centric applications [12]. This does not
mean that fog suits for all domains. To say, mist computing
is a better choice in disaster regions. Nevertheless, most of
the times fog computing is considered because of its
multi-tier hierarchy. Table 2 presents the comparison of
various paradigms.

2.3 Cloudlet Computing
Cloudlet is a server with lower scale capabilities compared to
cloud[7]. It is available in close proximity of the user.
Cloudlet supports three tire (device, edge and cloud)
hierarchical framework [4]. It addresses the major drawback
of Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC). MCC amalgamate cloud
computing and mobile computing. In MCC, storage and
processing takes place outside of the mobile device. MCC
often offloads greater part of the computation to cloud to
minimize the battery usage of mobile device. Thus, allowing
mobile devices to run computational intensive applications
like crowd sourcing, image processing, language translators.
But MCC faces a major challenge in the form of latency
because of the mobile device constraints [8]. To handle this
challenge, the research community has provided cloudlet
computing. Cloudlet has high potential in domains such as
wearable cognitive assistance and mobile applications.

3. State-of- the-art works
This section gives an insight into the recent works carried in
fog computing paradigm focusing various aspects of resource
management.
OlenaSkarlat et al. suggested a framework for fog resource
provisioning [13]. Their work introduces fog colonies, fog
cells and fog orchestration control node. Fog cell is a software
components running on fog device. Fog orchestration control
node manages these fog cells. Fog cells, receive the task
request and allocate resources if available, otherwise it passes

In spite of the fact that cloudlet addresses very well the
latency issues of MCC, it supports exactly 3 tier architecture
(mobile-cloudlet-cloud). But fog inherently supports huge
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Table 2: Comparison of fog computing and related paradigms

suggested a delay-minimizing collaboration and
offloading policy for fog-capable devices. They have
evaluated their policy by developing an analytical
model. The results show that the proposed framework
helps to reduce IoT service delay.

the request to fog orchestration control node in turn to the
cloud. With this concept the authors provide a suitable
resource provisioning solution for distributing the tasks. They
simulated their work using cloudsim.
OlenaSkarlat et al. proposed optimized model for service
placement problem[14]. The authors have adopted the fog
framework from their earlier work[13]. While placing the
service, their model prioritizes the applications that have
closer deadline. The results have shown that their model
places 70% of services on fog for processing thereby reducing
execution cost by 35%. No violation of application deadlines
was observed.

Lee et al. study online fog network formation and task
distribution in a hybrid cloud-fog environment [19]. Their
framework dynamically constructs a fog network for any
given node by selecting most suitable nearby fog nodes. The
fog nodes may join and leave the network dynamically, an
online approach is proposed for quickly obtaining the details
of the fog network thereby minimizing computational
latency. Their online k-secretary algorithm let a given fog
node to monitor its unknown environment and determine
how to offload computational tasks.

Wen et al. emphasizes the significance of fog orchestration to
maintain deployed applications in distributed systems[15].
The authors focused on scalability, reliability and security
challenges in developing the methodologies.

Mahmud et al. suggested fuzzy logic model and linear
optimization technique to place the application in fog
environment based on user expectations and status of fog
instances[20]. With the proposed policy the authors noticed
considerable improvement in quality of experience gain of
the user.Mahdi Abbasi et al. presented learning classifier
systems to allocate workloads between fog and cloud[21].
The idea is to minimize the energy consumption at the fog
layer as well to reduce processing time. The authors, with
their proposed system observed 42% reduction in processing
time and reasonable energy consumption at fog layer

W.Bao et al. proposed a handover framework, ‘Follow Me
Fog’[16]. This framework allows seamless handover of
mobile IoT devices between different access points. This
framework offers guarantee for service continuity and
reduced latency during handovers. The idea behind this is to
constantly monitor the received signal strength of the fog
nodes and whenever the handover is expected then follow me
fog, pre-migrates the computation jobs.
Gu et al. provided an ideal solution for fog service
placement[17]. They developed a two-phase heuristic
algorithm based on linear programming. The different factors
considered by the authors while formulating service
placement problem are task distribution, user association,
QoS constraints and VM placement. Yousefpour et al.

R. Beraldi et al. proposed power of random choices, a load
balancing algorithm for fog computing[22]. The node that
receives a task triggers the algorithm only when its current
load is above a threshold value. This algorithm probes only a
small set of nodes for job execution. Among them least
loaded node will be allocated the task. If two nodes have

recommended a frame work for IoT applications[18].
Their aim was to reduce the service delay. They
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Table 3: Summary of state-of-the-art works in resource management

same workload, then the node will be chosen randomly.

4. Simulation tools for fog computing

Aazam et al.[23] provided a dynamic resource estimation
model. The objective of this model is to minimize resource
underutilization. While estimating, the model considers
relinquish probabilities of the users, the quality of experience
and historical records of customers.

Real time implementation of fog computing is not practical in
most cases and will be expensive. To overcome these
limitations, simulation frameworks facilitate simulation of
fog environment and analyze various parameters like energy
consumption, latency and network congestion[24]. Next, we
briefly explain and compare different simulators that are
popular.

The summary of reviewed papers is presented in table 3 and
from the summary, we can conclude that most of the works
addressed service placement in fog. Hence, future works can
address resource scheduling and resource allocation. Further,
they can focus on energy efficiency, cost, QoS in the fog.

Qayyum et al. proposed FogNetSim++, a fog simulation tool
with detailed configuration options to simulate a large fog
network [25]. OMNeT++ is an open source tool and has an
extensive library to simulate network characteristics[26].
FogNetSim++ is designed on top of this tool. FogNetSim++
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Table 4: Comparison of simulation tools

allows researchers to incorporate fog node scheduling
algorithms, customized mobility models and managing
handover mechanisms. The efficiency of the FogNetSim++ in
connection with CPU and memory usage is illustrated by
evaluating a traffic management system. The authors have
given a benchmark of network parameters like packet error
rate, execution delay, and latency. Nevertheless, among fog
nodes VM migration is not supported by FogNetSim++.

Mayer et al. presented EmuFog, an extensible emulation
framework adapted for fog computing [32]. This framework
facilitates in building fog computing infrastructure,
emulation of Real applications and workloads. This permits
developers to evaluate generated workload in the network
topology. EmuFog implementation will begin by generating a
network topology and converting this topology into an
undirected graph. Then, arrangement of fog nodes will be
according to the placement policy. Finally, applications in fog
nodes will run under docker containers. The EmuFog does not
support mobility. Furthermore, the hierarchical fog
infrastructure is not supported by EmuFog.

Guptha et al. proposed iFogSim, an extension of
cloudsim[27], to build fog infrastructure and execute the
applications[28]. The performance metrics like terms of
latency, network and energy usage can be measured and
analyzed. Mainly, iFogSim provides the fog environment for
evaluating scheduling and resource management. It has
different classes corresponding to Fog devices, applications,
tuples, sensors and actuators. To facilitate multiple
deployments, two modules, namely, cloud-only placement
and edge-ward placement are available. Furthermore, to
support data placement strategies according to specific
objectives like minimization of service latency, energy
consumption and network congestion extensions are available
[29]. However, iFogSim is having its own limitations like
static device location and limited scalability.

Coutinho et al. presented Fogbed [33], another emulator that
extends Mininet [34], the network emulator and docker open
source software. Cloud and fog testbeds can be provided by
Fogbed. Using Fogbed API, fog nodes can be deployed as
software containers. Because of this ability real world
infrastructure (cloud/fog) can be emulated. Also, it is possible
to change run-time resource limitations for a container at run
time, such as memory available and CPU time. Fogbed
doesn’t support fault tolerance, scalability and reliability.
In summary, in spite of having lots of demand for fog and
edge computing applications, research on simulation
frameworks in this domain are lagging. The majority of the
simulation tools have constraints like scalability and mobility
support (Table 4). Hence, the research community is in great
need of tools which supports all the features of edge and fog
computing.

Brogi et al. presented a prototype simulator, FogTorchII[30],
an extension of FogTorch [31]. The main purpose of this
simulator is to support composite application deployment in
fog environment. FogTorchII uses Monte Carlo simulations
to consider QoS variations in communications links. Finally,
it provides most eligible deployment considering resource
consumption and QoS-assurance. The major limitation of
FogTorchII is scalability.
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5. Research Challenges
Fog frameworks face new challenges with the current service
provisioning methods when reliability and availability are
considered. For example, to process streams of data, if a fog
service needs some functions, providing extra replicas of
those functions can enhance the availability and reliability of
the service. Nevertheless, allocation of extra function replicas
is not a good choice because of the fog nodes limited
resources. Fault tolerance and reliability can be given focus in
the future to realize high performance fog computing [35]

[3]

[4]

[5]
Presently, in fog computing Service Level Agreement (SLA)
is not defined. A future research direction to identify QoS
parameters to consider while defining SLA[36]

[6]

Previous works that are addressing load balancing, offloading
or service provisioning have considered only a few objectives
like QoS, cost and assume other objectives do not affect the
problem[37]. A new research direction will be to design
schemes that consider multi objectives (QoS, bandwidth,
energy, and cost) simultaneously.
[7]
A simple client(IoT devices)-server(fog or cloud) model is
assumed for current fog computing resource models to
process their requests. Fog nodes either offload computation
to another fog node in the vicinity or to the cloud. In the
future, researchers may work towards applying peer-to-peer
(P2P) architecture to fog environment [38]. This allows fog
nodes to share their resources in a P2P manner without an
intermediary third-party. This architecture best suits when
there is no connectivity to the cloud due to the disasters.

[8]

[9]

6. Conclusion

[10]

The IoT accelerates the digital transformation, thereby
automation in diversified fields such as smart cities,
education, transportation and, healthcare. The connected
devices in these fields are producing massive data. Fog
computing paradigm is best suited to handle and process this
data. In this paradigm cloud facilities are brought to close
vicinity of IoT devices, thus it satisfies the latency
requirements of IoT applications. The first section of this
study presented the captivating factor of fog computing and
followed by a comparative study with its contemporary
paradigms. Next, a survey of state-of-the-art resource
management is tabulated. Research challenges are
highlighted at the end.

[11]

[12]
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